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A building is a condensation of an extensive landscape of material resources and
exchanges, from the electrical grid, to water and sewer systems, to
telecommunications infrastructure, to transportation. All of these systems are
necessary (at least in a conventional building) to support life in architecture; without
them, architecture would be reduced to basic shelter.
And yet, it is these same systems that are most vulnerable to disruption by rising sea
levels and the extreme weather events associated with climate change. The
resiliency of a building is an effect not of the isolated structure, but its points of
contact and interdependency with a greater socio-technical landscape: the city.
When thinking about resiliency at an architectural scale, it is necessary to consider
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not only the technologies that support buildings, but also how they negotiate their
relationship to a larger geography of energy, resources, and infrastructure.
The studio will therefore focus on the technologies that make life in buildings
possible—the machines that provide lighting, heating, cooling, and electricity—as
well as the specific points of contact between these systems and larger scales of
organization at the regional and geopolitical levels. We will consider the relationship
between the design of technological systems and the design of architecture, as well
as how those systems connect to, draw from, and feed into the city. Buildings will be
understood as a meso-scale interface between the forms of life that they support in
their interiors and the urban geography that, in turn, supports buildings.
A critical question for the studio will be whether buildings, which are today wholly
dependent on urban resource systems while offering little in return, might be cast in a
more mutualistic relationship, in which the strength of a city’s systems could be
multiplied by strategies implemented at the building scale. No longer at the mercy of
fragile and incredibly complex urban networks, architecture might even become a life
support system for cities in moments of crisis.

Light and Lighting
A major source of energy consumption in buildings is lighting. In an office building it can
be responsible for up to 35% of the total energy requirement. In addition, the energy
required to cool most building types due to daylight and solar exposure typically
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comprises an equally large percentage of the total energy demand. We will explore
ways to enrich the luminous quality of the built environment while also reducing the
energy lighting consumes. As a way to conceptually approach this, we’ll look at modern
architecture ideals about daylight and artificial lighting and consider how the models
they offer can be rethought in this architectural context.

Mechanical and Post-Mechanical
Because of the energy daylight and artificial light consume, the studio will also explore
novel approaches to the relationship between lighting and thermal mechanical systems,
as well as post-mechanical approaches, in which the form of the building reduces its
reliance on mechanical technologies. Devising buildings that are less dependent on their
mechanical systems, where mass and machines work together to support the interior,
improves on the default relationship between architecture and environmental
technology, which has had enormous consequences on resource consumption,
ecological degradation, and ultimately the vulnerability of cities. The studio will enlist
the environmental and mechanical performance of a building as an active input of the
design process, and environmental thinking will serve as a vehicle to explore new
building forms.
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Smart and Dumb
The studio will interrogate the recent fascination with “smart cities” and, more
generally, constructed environments that rely heavily on information and
communication technologies to ostensibly increase resource efficiency. Without
reflexively rejecting smartness, we are interested in strategies that use the physical
properties of buildings—such as their form, materials, and surfaces—to create
environmental effects. Even seemingly simple forms can produce remarkably complex
environmental performances, energy cycles, and systems of resource exchange.
Perhaps this is a new kind of smart city, one that is more resilient for being less reliant
on a fragile layer of digital sensors and controls, because communication and
information are built into the physical performance of its buildings and, by extension,
the city.
Backflow and Feedback
One of the unpleasant effects of Superstorm Sandy was the reported incidents of sewer
backflow, where the massive volumes of water in the combined system caused
untreated sewage to flow back into residents’ bathrooms. Backflow violates the normal
relation between the architectural interior and urban systems, wherein high-quality
material (clean water) is delivered to the building, consumed in the interior, and
expelled in a lower, less useable state (sewage). The same general relationship holds for
conventional energy systems, in which high quality electrical energy is delivered to
buildings, where it is consumed, transformed into heat and radiated into the
atmosphere as wasted energy.
The studio will study another possible relationship, in which buildings might feed back
into material and energy cycles with higher quality, more useable forms of resources
and energy, particularly in moments when urban systems are compromised.
Life Cycle
In thinking about the resiliency of the city, the studio will consider the life cycle of
buildings as a key driver of design decisions. Life cycle concerns not only the
replacement, renovation, and modernization of the many elements of a building, but
also the embodied and operating energy over the building’s duration, as well as how
materials are sourced, transported, and disposed or reused. Thinking about the life
cycle of a building can make a design more adaptable to changes—not only violent
events such as disasters, but also slow, incremental shifts in use and resource
availability—and also can reduce negative environmental impacts, which are major
source of instability today.
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Site

The site for the studio will be Pier 26, which is located on the Hudson River between
Hubert and Moore Streets in Tribeca. It is part of the Hudson River Park, a series of
open spaces and parkland between 59th Street and the southern tip of Lower
Manhattan.
The site will be considered at multiple scales, from the building design that will be
the focus of the semester, to its relationship to larger technological infrastructures,
of energy distribution, transportation, water management, in which the more local
site is imbedded.
The specific parcel of land that will be the focus of the studio is planned as the
future site of the ‘Estuarium’ a research center and educational facility devoted to
the science of the Hudson River and its surrounding environment. It is this building
that will be the focus of our architectural explorations.
We will be working with The River Project (www.riverprojectnyc.org) as a quasiclient for the studio. The River Project is a non-profit organization whose mission is
to protect and restore the ecosystem of the Hudson River estuary through scientific
research, hands-on environmental education, and urban habitat improvement. Their
programs and interactive exhibits expand public understanding of the estuary.
The River Project is part of the consortium that will occupy the ‘Estuarium’ and we’ll
develop the building design with uses that approximate their anticipated program
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of approximately 35,000SF. A detailed program will be provided before the start of
the term.
Field Trips
We will organize a series of field trips locally within the Metropolitan NYC area to
visit relevant works of architecture and the built environment, as well as to visit the
site.
Schedule

Jeffrey Inaba will be in studio every Monday and Thursday of the semester academic
calendar with any exceptions noted in advance in the course schedule. Jaime Daroca
will be present for Pin-ups, group presentations and discussions, and reviews.
Mid-review: Monday, Fed 28
Three-quarter review: Monday, April 4
Final review: Thursday, April 28
(A full schedule will be posted online.)

Course Policies
Students are encouraged to work in pairs so that a more ambitious scope of design
can be explored and developed; students are also welcome to work individually.
Emphasis will be placed on a collaborative approach to formulating ideas. To
promote this collective process of contributing and sharing concepts, please
remember that any insight, observation, or comment made in the context of the
course will be considered to be authored by the group rather than any one person,
and available for use and interpretation by all.
Final Submission: Following the final review and prior to the grading deadline, students
are required to submit their presentation materials, including photos of your physical
model, in a digital format by email.
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